
 

FOXCONN launch Quantum-Force.net 
 
New website delivers exclusive downloads, competitions and video 
content for enthusiasts 
 
Beijing, China, October 31st 2007 – FOXCONN today launched a new website dedicated to 
its Quantum Force product line. Quantum-Force.net (http://www.quantum-force.net) is 
without doubt the most comprehensive product and enthusiast website to be launched by a 
hardware manufacturer. 
 
The website includes a product registration function, access to exclusive downloads including 
BETA BIOS updates and special OC utilities, video content, competitions, OC tutorials and 
much more. 
 
 
Exclusive CrossFire OC tool! 
Among the first exclusive downloads for members is the HD2900XT CrossFire OC Utility for 
extracting more graphics power from your CrossFire setup. In keeping with the Quantum 

Force philosophy of providing enthusiasts with 
excellent performance and more value for money, 
the free utility has been designed for the widest 
possible use in the enthusiast community, and will 
work with all CrossFire motherboard set-ups - not 
just Foxconn Quantum Force products! 
 
QF engineers have also prepared a range of 
specially-modded BIOS updates for enthusiasts to 
flash onto their HD2900XT cards, and enjoy extreme 
graphics performance (subject to adequate cooling!). 
 
Also available in the member’s Downloads section is 
the latest BETA BIOS updates for the MARS 
motherboard, based on the Intel® P35 chipset. 

 
 
 
Win a PC makeover by overclocking MARS! 

 
Quantum Force product owners can show off their overclocking skills by posting to the Power 



 

Wall – an overclocking league table which measures performance by 3DMark06 score, FSB 
& CPU frequencies, and total system cost. 
 
Users submitting their score before 1st December could win up to US$1,000 to spend on 
upgrading their PC, with the top three 3DMark06 scores awarded US$1,000, US$500 and 
US$250 respectively. 
 
 
Peter Tan a.k.a. “Shamino” explains more about Quantum Force 

Log on to the website to watch a rare 
interview with Peter Tan (otherwise known 
as “Shamino”) – Technical Consultant for 
the Quantum Force product range. 
 
Shamino, one of the world’s top professional 
overclockers, discusses the concept behind 
Foxconn’s Quantum Force product range, 
and highlights some of the design features 
on the MARS motherboard. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Resources for enthusiasts and novices 
Quantum-Force.net is designed to support both enthusiasts and overclocking novices who 
want to get more from their computing experience. The website will feature a range of 
regularly updated content, including… 
 

- Overclocking and “how to” tutorials 
- Interactive and video tutorials 
- Video interviews with industry personalities, gamers, engineers and others! 
- Detailed interactive guides to special Quantum Force features 
- Forum for technical support and sharing performance tips 
- Downloads – BIOS, utilities, wallpapers and more! 
- The latest product information and news 
- and more… 

 

  



 

 
 
More Information: 
http://www.quantum-force.net 
  
 
Press Contacts: 
Christin Wang 
christinwang@foxconn.com 
Tel. + 86-535-2168888 ext 34896 
Josephine Che 
 Josephine.cf.chen@foxconn.com 
Tel. + 86-535-2168888 ext 34898 
 
 
About FOXCONN  
Foxconn is the registered component trademark of Foxconn Technology Group, the foremost provider of 
joint-design, joint-development, manufacturing, assembly and after-sales services to global Computer, 
Communication and Consumer-electronics ("3C") leaders. 
 
A business group of Hon Hai Precision Industry Company Ltd., Channel Innovation & Service Group 
(CISG) provides channel solutions to customers around the globe. 
 
Foxconn's Channel Innovation & Service Group (CISG) is committed to providing reliable, high-quality 
products to all its customers - large and small. We understand how the channel has evolved - its impact 
on consumers and the people who work in the computer industry. Consequently, we are aggressively 
innovating to deliver solid, honest products that promote simplicity and ease of use, while at the same 
time appreciating the natural and human environment through the entire product life cycle. Through this 
philosophy of connecting people and technologies, Foxconn CISG is enabling a vast range of PC 
assemblers, retailers and end-users the freedom to create their own computing solutions. 
 


